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Abstract

Multimodal user interface is a kind of user interface which is able to receive various
high data and produce various types of output in reaction to it. Though human –
robot interaction is based on human and computer interaction, it is more complex
than human – computer interaction due to considerable increase in the number of
inputs and outputs. Increase in parameters results from mobility of robot and
human, interaction of robot and objects and necessity for three-dimensional
understanding of the environment. Security is one of the main concerns in human –
robot interaction. One of the novel applications of robots is caring for people with
physical disability and aged people. Due to some limitations of these patients,
simplicity of communication and no need for learning by the clients, in one hand,
and presence of various inputs, versatility and automatic adaptation of robot
performance and ability to respond to incomplete input, on the other hand, is
palpable.
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1. Introduction

Increasing human – robot interaction and attempt for utilizing robots in daily affairs opens

new gate for robotic researches. Nowadays in addition to industrial applications, there are

other applications for robots including helping disabled and elderly people and generally

clients [1-5]. Considering increased number of aged population and getting old of population,

need of aged people for caring is not met by young people, and robots can considerably help

them in this regards. It should be noted that learning ability is reduced in aged people and

sometimes they also suffer from physical disabilities. Thus, Simplicity and ease of

communicating with the robot is very important.

One of advantages for simplifying communication with robots is dealing with user interfaces

which cover various interaction methods. These interfaces, known as multi-modal user

interface, have been considered for the years. In fact, multi-modal user interfaces are used for

increasing efficiency and easiness of human – computer interaction in various applications

[6-11]. These interfaces can be user-friendly, natural and simple, and considering they use
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various methods for data entry and data provision, they are able to different individuals in

different conditions. Such variety in interaction ways provides such environment which

enables people with motion and physical disabilities and aged people to efficiently

communicate with computer [12 - 15].

In order to provide simple and natural communication between human and computer, it is

necessary to identify data reception ways by human and ways if affecting environment.

Figure 1 indicates different sensory and intellectual aspects of human [6]. Human receives

data from environment using different sensors, and performs reactions versus received data

using operators, or expresses response of his internal emotions. These reactions can be even

behaviors such as frowning, staring, blinking, etc. the important point is that these reactions

are appropriate inputs for computer. Thus, if there is suitable perceptual mechanism in the

computer, computer can even perceive internal moods of individuals with analysis of human

reactions. In order to make human – computer relationship as natural as possible it is

necessary that computer is able to interpret natural human behaviors, and there should not be

necessity for human too learn and perform specific reactions which are perceivable for

computer.

Figure 1: Perceptual and practical aspects in human. Human perceives life environments
using different sensors and influences it using various operators. [6]

Figure 2 indicates mapping human reactions and actions to computer inputs [6]. As observed,

in addition to physical reactions, such as facial expressions, sound, hand pressure etc., which

are exchanged in human to human relationship and are perceived by the senses, EEG can also

be a computer input. EEG indicates changes in electrical signals from brain activity. It is
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clear that capturing and analyzing all human reactions is very complex and time consuming.

Thus, based on the expectations from system, inputs will be determined.

On the other hand, for proper understanding of human behaviors, and especially internal

states, independent investigation of reactions is not effective in some cases, and computer

inputs should be analyzed in an interrelated manner. Different input aspects can have additive

or complement aspects [16]. If they have identical data, they are additive. In this case, the

purpose is increasing accuracy or reducing probability of lack of data reception. If input

aspects contain part of data and the whole message can be achieved by their combination,

then input aspects are complement. In addition, multi-modal input minimizes user mistakes.

Figure 2: Mapping Human practical aspects to computer perceptual aspects. Several
functions can be extracted with a perceived sensor and different data. [6]

In people with physical disability and elderly people, considering the disability, some input

aspects do not provide data for the computer [12, 13, 14]. For example, a physically disabled

person cannot type input data, or a person may not be able to speak. Regarding aged people

reduced accuracy in data entry and need for simplicity of communication should be

considered [17]. For example, instead of expecting user to adopt himself with needs of
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system, it should be done automatically based on user behavior and reactions. Or considering

the pressure and duration of holing hand on key and using terms bank and commands,

appropriate delay for letter detection and proper decision making is specified.

Adapting system with user needs is done by intelligent user interfaces, and intelligent agents

are responsible for identifying user behavior and habits for system learning and adaptation.

As a result of such process, system complexity refers to its design and implementation. But

users can communicate computer without need for learning complex functions. Such

flexibility causes that individuals with different levels of knowledge and capability are able to

interact and use computer, and at the same time, interaction type is close to their natural

behavior, and there is no need for complicated trainings.

2. Human – robot interaction

Human – robot interaction is essentially based on human – computer interaction, with this

difference that considering expectations from robot, robot environment is more complex.

Robot interaction with objects, three-dimensional perception of environment and ability to

communicate and interact while robot and user are factors which increase complexity and

create new challenges [18, 19, 20]. For creating quasi-human relationship, it is necessary that

interaction is developed based in dialogue in natural language, facial expressions and body

gestures and touches.

Considering motion for individual and robot develops relationship from a stop interaction to

field interaction, leading to increased complexity. In this case, high adaptability is required so

that robot can properly find expected input among different inputs, and reacts properly in

case of absence of some inputs in addition to adopting appropriate decision. In addition, it

should be able to infer and extract facts from inputs which even part of which may be

incorrect. Above cases require rich sources of data.

Figure 3 indicates situation of robot, human and environment in relation with each other, and

clarifies different situations which should be taken into account.
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Figure 3: Three-way interaction among human, robot and environment

As observed, the most complicated conditions occur in three-way interaction among robot,

human and environment, and considerable part of interaction occur in this section. Since

robot is often mobile, in addition to various inputs received from human, which is mainly

inputs shown in Figure 2, it also receives high number of inputs from environment, and

considerably affects the environment. Hence, the number of inputs versus human – computer

interaction is significantly increased. In addition, robot function is beyond informing,

advising, or dialogue, and it leads to increased number of operators.

3. Assistive robot should be to eliminate which needs?

Physically disabled people and aged individuals have various needs which are classified into

physical needs and psychological needs. It is clear that robot is not ever considered as

replacement for human, but the aim is that robots help in meeting basic needs of clients.

Some needs of clients are described in the following:

3.1 Physical needs

- Monitoring vital signs: clients need to be monitored in terms of vital signs and treated

if needed. If the worker robots are equipped with appropriate sensors, they can do

this.
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- Initial vital behaviors: some clients are not able to perform personal affairs alone like

eating. Although it does not seem that robots can be easily used in this regards, and

they cannot easily replace human. But robots can examine needs and warm if

necessary, prepare reports of initial behaviors and provide necessary devices.

- Client movement: motion and displacement are cases which client may have problem

in them. Robots with specific architecture can be used for movement. In addition,

robots can play role as guide for directing and locating.

- Movement of objects: one of the basic needs of most clients is displacement of

objects. To this end, robot can have many abilities including the ability to detect

needs, clarify and detect objects and move and carry them.

- Explaining existing conditions: clients which have motion or vision problems tend to

obtain data from their environment. Robots can collect these data somehow from the

surrounding environment and provide as text or speech for clients.

- Environmental condition management: assistive robot can help client in management

of environmental conditions such as temperature, light, and other cases.

3.2 Mental needs

Many of elderly people suffer from loneness and need companion. The point is that natural

speech and behavior for robot is more important. Facial expression and logical speech is

more important regarding psychological needs. Proper eliminating of psychological needs has

considerable impact on physical improvement and refreshment and hope of clients. Empathy

and interaction with client is also important. Robot should detect that when client needs

communication and which behaviors are suitable for him. Robot can read book for client, tell

story, talk with him, download news, and provide for him, show film, play intellectual games,

like chess and similar activities.

4. Conclusion

After penetration of computer in all aspects of human life, nowadays robots gradually are

taking important status among human beings. Helping increasing life quality of clients such

as physically disabled people and old people is one of robot applications. Although robots

never can fill stats of human for other human beings, their utilization seems inevitable

considering demographic changes and changes in life styles. Robot- human interaction is

possible through multi-modal user interface. Increasing number of input aspects increases

complexity, but it causes that communication is more natural. Robot should be able to receive
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reactions obtained from different operators and detect the existing status following analysis,

and offer appropriate function. Such robot should be able eliminate physical and even

psychological needs of client.
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